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The explosibil:lty of some indUatrlal, 'duBt~ :iri' a cyolone plant has been

investigated~ The dusts were di~pefse4' in 'the tUrbulent air stream and ignited

wi th a propane flame.

All the dusts which ~opaga.ted explosions in the plant were in explosibility
'. '. .'. .

Class 1. Manioc" a marginal Class: ~:'dus,ti and cal~ium citrate, a Class II dust,

did no t explode. Preliminary in:f'o,~t~(m, has been obtained on the size of vents

, to safely relie've eXplOsion pressures i'n, the', CYclone., itself.
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THE~EXPLOSIBILI'lY: Oll: SOIIE:INmSTllIAL,
DUSTS, IN' A, i:.ABGE: SCALErCYCLONE:'PLANT:'

K~, N~ PliImer:'and, P!..S:_ Tonldh:

INTRODUCTION:

':B'Or.."many; years" cyclones. have. beem used, int,indua.try for_" t1ie, separation, of':

solids. t'rom','gases:. Y/lien~ the, soITeL p,e.r:t:ro:L'esl are, those, of.. an; explosibre, duat:ancL

the' gas:pliase: iil; a suppor.ter.' of: combUstiOn. an; explosion:and,-t':Lre:' hazard'. exists.

,Nlnety'-two. fires: were repor.ted,:fn: cyclones'.. in, the. Uhited,KinBdOm': d.ur±ng: 1964.1"
}lor.' adequatia: out economo: preoautIons: it:' iil: neoessaryj' tOl. assess:' tha;,ext'ent:

of. the' explosion: hazard. in. the; turbulent; condit:Lons..of' cyc:lonef pIant~, Iil;,order~'

to' do' so:' experimental. worlt- has ceen', oarri!ed'~out,uaiilg: a. cyc:lone' pJ:ant;of"

:i;ndus.trial: scale: to investi'gateL the. r.elat:fonship: between: explosib'ility.: Clasa:,,,

as determined~in:,tIie standard. test: apparatUBr and'. the, abnny: of.: dilstil:·to).

propagate' explosion', in; the: cyclone'... Tlie,·oy.ol'onecpJant: was: modified:_forc'

"experimentaL. p\Ullosea' to: allow,.oontiiluoua' o:[rcw:s.tiom of.: airJ: and..duat~,

The, results: of: the, standard-tests: are, used., to: c:rassff'.Y.-' the. dilsts aa:f'()'!:lows:;".-

Class. I:. Dusts which': ignite, and. propagate' flame' reaMly;-"thet source' of"

heat: requi'red.for:·ignition,bei'hg: smsJJ:.

Class: lIT: Dus.ts-,which:,ignite>r.eadiJ.ywfth, flame, but"::requir.e' a: larger.:

source" of' :fgrrl.:Uon'.;.

Class: III: Dusts. which; do, not: ignite, in: the,· tests ,-

In: the' preaent: work. with: the, cyclo1llk plant",dUs,ts, have' baenr.uaed. W!llich~ were'

vigoroualy;; or.' iDargfnally Class' r,., or: wer.et CJJass: II:._

!il- indUs.try:·dUll t:-handling; pIant. of.ten: incorporates, rotary: valves: as.

explosion, checks:and"provision: may be, made. for..' the' venting·oi'.' eXplOrlons,... Thi's:'

~por.t:gives, prelfJirl.'nary:' i'nformat:foir:on,' the.-- o.bser.ved,performance, of rotary: valves:

as' explosion'. checkS,' and: on. venting: areaar required'..to' keep'. the' explOsion- presaura:

in'. the: plant: at: low: values •.

llaterfals:

AlY the· dusts. were commer.cial grades: as, marketed by the: manufacturers' and:

used in, industry•.- They. were· classified for' explosibfli.ty i'n: the' standArd', teste

apparatus.,



The phenolformaldehyde resin was the.same as described previously3 with a...
mean particle diameter of 15 microns. Analyses of the other dusts used are

given in Table 1. in terms of B.S. sieve sizes) and moisture contents are given

in Table 2.

Table 1

Sizing analyses of the dusts

, .

.. ~losibili ty Per cent weight
Dust . Classifica-

+ 60 -60 + 72 120 + .240 - 240., ..
tion - 72 <4: 120 -

mesh mesh mesh " mesh mesh
, , .

Cork I 18.4-' 1106 22,4- .. .18.0 .' 26.4-

Manioc I 3.9 27.9 4-1.9 24.4- 1.9,
(Marginal) ".:

Urea formaldehyde' I ' 0.2 2.3 4-.8 ' 32,3 59.5
resin

Calcium citrate II 13.8 8.0 50.1. . 20.9 7.2

Table 2

Moisture content of the dusts

-
Moisture

'Dust content
"per cent

RJ.enol formaldehyde resin 4.1

Cork 10.6

Manioc ,14-.1
..

Urea formaldehyde res,in 7.8

CalCium citrate 11.2

- 2 "
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, Apparatus

Cyclone plant.

The plant consisted of' a number of' functional items all connected to f'onn

closed circuits f'or both the air stream and the conveyance of' dust. :Figure 1

is a diagram of' the plant.

The cyclone was constructed of' 0.3 cm (0'.125 in) thick mild steel plate,

.was 1~9 m (6.25 f't) in height,. 2.4~ m (8 f't) diameter at the top and had an

outlet at the bottom 19.3 cm (7.6 in) in diameter.

The inlet of' the cyclone was connected to a f'an of' approximately 0.9 m C3 f't)

diameter, by means of' steel f'langed ducting of' internal diameter 29.9 cm (11.75 in),

1.8 m (6 f't) length of' which was horizontal and the remaining 3.5 m (11.5 f't) was

vertical. ,The outlet at the bottom of' the cyclone was connected to a six bladed

rotary valve which returned the dust,. extracted by the cyclone,. to the dust hopper

which was of' 0.3m3 (10 f't3) capacity~ The air' outlet at the top of' the ,CYCI~ne
was a pipe 29.9 cm (11.75 in) internal diameter situated in the centre of' a

61 cm (24 in) outside diameter annulus of' 6.4 mm (0.25i,n)thick mild steel plate.

,The outletpipe extended into the cyclone45.8 cm (18 in) and was joined to an

outlet scroll outside~ The scroll was connected to the intake side ,of' the f'an

by ducting of' internal diameter 29.9 cm (11.75 in), a 92 cm (3 f't) length of'

which ·was horizontal and the remaining 4 m (13 re) length was vertical.- In the

top of' the scroll there was a 39 .cm (15~4 in) diameter hole which could either

be covered with a steel plate or used as a vent. Another six bladed rotary

valve at the bottom of' the hopper delivered dust into the return air stream f'or

re-circulation. A def'lector was fitted at the. bottom of' the,.return air duct

to·.,directthe airstream beneath the outlet £'rom the rotary. valve to ensure

- 'good mixing of' dust and air'. The ducting connecting wi ththe f'an inlet

constituted a mixing chamber f'or the dust and air and it was fitted with !1

vent of' area 0.18 m2 (1.9 f't2). A sliding air intake' regulator was fitted

in the ducting on the' inlet side o.f' the f'an (Z :Fig .. 1).

The top of' the cyclone was divided into six aec'tor-venta each of' area

0.12 m2 (1.3 f't2) which could be covere~ with metal plates o;'bursting materials.

Figure 2 shows the venus at the top of' the cyclone.

,The cyclone and lengths of' ducting were fitted wi th inlet bosses which were

tapped 2 inch B.S.F., suitable f'or accommodating, f'lame detectors and pressure

measuring devices.

- 3 -



A 7 H.P. 3 phase, electric motor powered the fan through a "Vee" belt drive.

The rotary valves were operated by 0.5 H.P. electric motors through fixed

ratio gearing systems. Limited variation in the dust feed could be made by

inserting a plate between the bottom of the hopper and the top of the rotary

valve and also by varying the amount of dust placed in the hopper.

To allow access to all parts of the plant staging was erected around it at

two levels, 1.8 m (6 ft) and 4-.3 m (14- ft) from the ground. The whole plant was

situated in a steel framed, galvanised iron cladded building,~art of the roof of

which could be opened during experiments. Sliding doors on one side of the

building permitted the photographing of the ·dust explosions.

The igniting source for the dust oLoud was a propane-air flame which was

injected into the explosion ducting through two inlet bosses (at D Fig. 1)

·1.37 m (4-.5 ft) from the cyclone inlet. About 350 cm3 of propane gas, measured

at N.T.P., were used for each experiment. There were two igniting units each

as shown in Fig. 3.

Dust concentration

The concentration of the dust cloud in the plant was measured by the method

of isokinetic sampling4- at position Y Fig, 1. The apparatus is shown

diagrammatically in Fig. 4-. It consisted of a probe 1.9 cm (0.75 in) diameter

with its open end in the explosion duct, the other end being connected to the

inlet of a small, high efficiency cyclone of top diameter 3.8 cm (1.5 in) and

height 13.3·cm (5.25 in) the air outlet of which connected with a high speed fan

by way of a solenoid valve. ·On the outlet side of the fan the air passed through

a control valve and flowmeter to atmosphere. The dust, separated in the small

cyclone, was collected in a bottle attached to the bottom outlet of the cyclone.

The system was operated by remote control. The dust concentration was calculated

from the weight qf dust collected and the volume of air metered.

Air velocity

The air velocity in the· plant was obtained by making measurements with. a

pitot tube and manometer5• Measurements were taken at position Y Fig. 1, which

was 2.44 m (8 ft) from the fan outlet and was the furthest distance possible along

straight ductd.ng from the fan. An orifice plate was situated in the· return air

duct (X, Fig. 1)6 and the pressure differential between points H and L (Fig. 1)

was used as an operating indicator of steady conditions within the plant during

experiments.

- 4- -



Photography

Cine' films of most of 1ile explosions' were taken' on 16 mm colour reversal

film at 24 frames per second.

Pressure .measurements'

The explosion pressure in the cyclone was measured with a capacity pressure

cell at position E" Fig. 1. The output from the cell was amplified and fed

into a cathode ray oscilloscope.

Flame detection

The flame detectors used were phototri;msist~rs housed in window nuts which

were threaded to fit the inlet bo sse's on the, plant. Their outputs were fed into

the oscilloscope. The detectors were sited at either two or three positions

for each experiment and in the series of experiments positions A, C, D, G, P,

M, N and Y (Fig. 1), were used for flame detection, The glass, windows in the

nuts w~~ kept .free frOJ!l adhering particles, of dust by jets of, high ,)(,~locity

air passing, across them.

,Bursting vent,coters

150 gauge polyethylene' film was', used as' bursting vent covers. Its bursting

pressure was measured in a separate apparatus which consisted of a metal vessel

9f'.5"'pm'x 61 em 'x 15 em deep (3 ft x'2 ft x 6 in) with a vent in the lid, the

same in shape and size' as' those on the cyclone. The vent covers were burst

with air admitted 'rrum a pressurised reservoir by operating a snap action valve

6.3 em (2.5 in) diameter. The: pressure was measured using a capacity pressure'

gauge' as before.

Procedure

The general procedure for determtning the explosibility of dust in the

cyclone waa, firstly to. cover tho;! vents of the required area with polyethilene

film;' th'en the fan was started and when normal worki'ng conditions had been

attained, as indicated by the pressure differential across the orifice plate,

the air velocity in the' ducting was meaaured with the pitot tube. After

starting the rotary valves the 'dust concentration was measured and this was

followed by the injection of the igniting source. If the dllst cloud ignited,

the resulting explosion was observed and filmed until flame no longer propagated

through the open vents. Pressure and flame' detection records were also

obtained. If the dust cloud did not ignite, dust circulation was continued

and the ignition attempt repeated. If necessary a total of three ignition

attempts were made with anyone dust cloud.
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Results

Mean air velocity in the' plant;

Determinations in fifty experiments under the same operating conditions, with

no dust in suspension gave a mean air velocity in the explosion duct of 473 + 14 m/min

(1550:!: 45ft/mill) •. All measurements were· carried out with the air intake regulator

(7 Fig. 1) fully open.

Explosibility in standard tests and cyclone

Table 3 shows the comparison between the explosibility of the dusts in the

standard test apparatui and that of the dusts in the cyclone plant •.

Table 3

Results of the small-scale standard tests

and explosibility in the cyclone

Test apparatus Minimum ignition
ExplosibleExplosibility in which temperature

Dust (Apparatus) inClass ignition
( e ) cycloneoccurred

°c

Cork I a - e 400 Yes

Manioc I c - .e 430 No
(Marginal)

Thenol formaldehyde I a - e 450 Yes
resin

Ur-ea formaldehyde I a - e 420 Yes
resin

Calcium Citrate II e 470 No
,

Apparatus a Horizontal tube

b .' Inflammator

c Hartmann

d Modified Hartmann

e Furnace

Dusts were considered to be marginaliy Class I if they exploded in only some of

the apparatus with small sources of ignition.

The explosions in the plant

All the explosions followed a similar pattern to the extent that after ignition

of the dust the vent covers burst and flame propagated through the open vents as the

f'an continued to blow the dust cloud into the cyc Lone, In some experiments, after

- 6 -



the initial name had died away, and, in which the ven~ in the mixing chamber

was open (Fig. 1 Ve~t 8), there was a second ignition of the dust inside the

plant and flame again propagated thro.ugh the open vents. This did not

occur- whe~ the vent on the mixing chamber; was closed. All explosions

propagated away fro~ the ,igniting source into th~ cyclone and there w~s no

evidence that flame propagated in the direction opposed to that of the

moving dust cloud. In, most of the experiments in which explpsions occurred
. , . .

flame was observed in the dust hopper- and in the return 'air duct.

The 9~~er in Which the phototransistors responded when positioned one

at each end of the duct showed that the flame travelled down the duct.

In some experiments the detectors showed that £iame propagated on through

the fan, up 'the delivery duct arid back to' the cycLone ,

Explosion pressure

Fig. "5 is,8 plot of the maximum explosion pressures obtained a;gainst the

vent ar-eas used in cork dust explosions. A' cork dust explosion in the

cyclone plant is, shown,in Plate 1. The results with, dusts other than cork

are given in Table 4. -,

In all the 'experiments there was a ,maximum·initial positive pressure 'of
" ,

about 5 in. (13. 9m). W.G. within the plant, this being the pressure' at w~ch

the fan circulated the air. The presaur-e values plotted in Fig. 5 and shown

in Table 4 allow for the initial pr-essure ,

,Table 4

Results obtained with dusts othe;r than cork

~, ~, r, .t: ~ .:\...
Concentration Jllax~Vent

fus::t' Explosibility range',::,u&ed in ExpJ"osion
8.I'e~

explosion. .
Class the e~eriments J.n "pressure

, , , -
g/l '(oz/ft3 ) cyclone

..
ft2 m2 Kg/cm2p.s.i.g.

AlenoI fotmaldehyd,e I ,0.28 " 0.32 Yes 4.5 0.42 1.1 0.08-
resin

Urea f,?rmaldehyde I 0.18 - 0.24- Yes 5.2' 0.48 o.} 0.02
resin

Manioc I 00'15 - 0.51 No 2.6 0.24 - -
" (Marginal)

Calcium citrate II 0.14 - 0;,23 ' No 2~6 0.24- .- -
. ., ' ..



Fbsition of igniting source

In order to ascertain whether or not explosions could be initiated in the

plant at positions other than D (Fig.' 1) two other positions were used. They

were position A (Fig. 1), which was the nearest one to the outlet'from the fan,

and in the cyclone itself through a position diametrically opposite position

r :Fig. 1). The propane/air mixture used was'the same in all exPeriments

and the dust clouds were of cork dust. With two units at position A three

of five attempts to ignite were successful and with one igniting unit in the

cyclone two of five attempts were successful. With two units at position D

all twenty nine attempts resulted in ignition of the dust clouds.

Dust feed

As stated above there was no provision for varying the dust feed from the

hopper within narrow limits but with cork dust some experiments were carried

out with a metal plate covering about 60 per cent of the outlet area of the

dust hopper. With this arrangement and 4.6 Kg (10 rs) of dust in the hopper

at the beginning of each experiment the dust concentration was reduced to

0.19 : 0.01 gil (0.19 : 0.01 o~ft3). Other cork dust experiments were

carried out with the metal plate removed but with the same onginal dust

charge in the hopper. The dust concentration, under those conditions, was

0.25: 0.01 gil (0.25 :!: 0.01 oz/ft3) .

Bursting vent covers

The results obtained from the experiments,to determine the bursting

pressure of polyethylene film are shown in Fig. 6.

DISCUSSION

Cork dust and phenol formaldehyde resin exploded readily in the cyclone

plant but the explosions with urea formaldehyde resin were relatively weak.

",No explosions were obtained with manioc (marginal Cl8.ss I) and calcium

',' 'citrate (Class II). In the experiments with manioc the values of the dust

concentrations used were all within the explosible range as determined

previously in the lar~e scale vertical tube apparatus7.
These findings indicate that with less explosible dusts the effect of

mechanically - produced turbulence in the dust cloud is to reduce and per-haps

eliminate the explosible concentration range for static air conditions.

The most hazardous occasions with these dusts in industrial plant is ther,efore

likely to be during the starting-up and closing-down operations on the plant.

- 8 ~



was

.-', .

vents to be satisfactorily assessed.

experiments and

the area of the

In the experiments in which flame was observed in the dust hopper it
• . !'

not clear ;"hether the 'hame'propagated through a dust cloud past a rotary

valve o~' whe'ther 'the r'e'~rn' rotary vilJ.ve delivered burning dust into the
"

from the cyclone. Further' 'wcirkis' necessary to clarify thishopper

point.

Sin~e 'it was'not possible to' ~i.rf/ the 'dust concentration greatly the

concentrations used in the experiments may not have been those which would

give ri8~' td't~~'most sever~ e~losion conditions in the cyclone.

It !)as been shown (Fig. 6) that the 'polyethylene film 'used for vent

coveri~~:~d'~~a~e:~f:bu~sting pressures, tJi~ values depena:i~ upon

the rate of pressure r-Lse, Thev~lues oithe bursting pressures obtained
.•• " -. : '. I".. ~:. ...." " ' '.

were similar to those of the maximum pressure obtained in the cyclone

there was insufficient difference to enable the effect of

Further work is planned for studying the efficiency of open vents

using vent covers designed to open at predetermined pressures.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Class I dusts propagated explosions in the cyclone plant and in some

experiments flame propagated through all sections of the plant.

2. A marginal Class I dust (Manioc) did not propagate explosions in the

cyclone plant.

3. A Class II dust (Calcium citrate) did not propagate explosions in

the cyclone plant.

4. It was possible to initiate explosions with the igniting source in

various positions in the plant.
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dust concentration 0.18 gIl (0.18 oz/ft3)

total vent area - 0.42 m 2(4.5 ft2)

PLATE 1 A CORK DUST EXPLOSION IN THE CYCLONE PLANT






